
� Localised table and field names, so that the user does not have to work with English names when for example 
German names are available.

� Includes all enumerated field values and field documentation according to the localisation made in 
Axapta/XAL/C5.

� Includes all predefined relations between tables setup in the Axapta/XAL/C5 system.

� Built-in features to control multiple companies. This provides an easy way of users to work within a specific 
company but also the ability to define consolidation reports over multiple companies.

� Reports, Queries and Data entry applications may be defined with ease without using any SQL statements.

� Any report, query and data entry application runs via a browser when using SW-Tools NET-TRIO.

� Printout directly in HTML, PDF and other formats.

� Print archiving and much more...

Microsoft Dynamics AX

The benifit of using SW-Tools:

Key Benifits
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Key Benifits

� Using C/Front for better and faster access. Both for the C/SIDE and SQL option.

� Localised table and field names, so that the user does not have to work with English names when for example 
German names are available.

� Automatically retrieves lookup field definitions as table relations + more than 1000 additional table relations.

� Reports, Queries and Data entry applications may be defined with ease without using any SQL statements.

� Any report, query and data entry application runs via a browser when using SW-Tools NET-TRIO.

� Printout directly in HTML, PDF and other formats.

� Print archiving and much more...

Microsoft Dynamics NAV

The benifit of using SW-Tools products in connection with Financials/Attain compared to other SQL report 
and query tools is:
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